
1 The science of managerial decision
making

``The right merchant is one who has the just average of faculties we call common sense;

a man of a strong a�nity for facts, who makes up his decision on what he has seen. He

is thoroughly persuaded of the truths of arithmetic. There is always a reason, in the

man, for his good or bad fortune . . . in making money. Men talk as if there were some

magic about this. . . .He knows that all goes on the old road, pound for pound, cent for

centÐfor every eÿect a perfect causeÐand that good luck is another name for tenacity

of purpose.''

Ralph Waldo Emerson

The Conduct of Life, ``Wealth'' (1860)

1.1 Introduction

Management is decision making. All right, this might be a bit of an overstate-

ment, since management more broadly construed entails many important

functions, including motivation, inspiration, and leadership, that do not expli-

citly conjure up notions of decision making. But, since this a book about

decision making, our focus is on this important managerial function.

Some decisions are easy to make and others are not. Why? While there

might be many reasons, here are some that are particularly relevant to the

issues explored in this book:
� Information

In many problem settings, all of the relevant information that we need to

make good decisions is readily available and we are able to eÿectively use

this information in the decision-making process. In other settings, informa-

tion may be available, but we cannot eÿectively use it because of limitations

in our own mental processing or because we do not have the appropriate

technologies, such as computers, to assist us in marshaling this information

into usable forms.
� Uncertainty

Many decision problems are complicated by uncertainty. For example,

suppose we would like to introduce a new product to the market and
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want to plan the size of the manufacturing facility that should be built to

produce the product. Unfortunately, we don't know what the demand for

the new product will be, and we may not know exactly what the startup cost

of developing the product will be. When uncertainties such as these are

present, we can use two diÿerent ways to reach a good decision. One is to

simulate, on the computer, diÿerent combinations of likely demands and

startup costs, to give us a better idea of the likely values of the resulting

pro®t. The other method is to use mathematical and statistical methods to

calculate the expected value of pro®t (and, to some extent, also calculate the

risk of loss) without having to resort to computer simulation. The advan-

tage of this approach compared to simulation is that it generally gives more

reliable conclusions, if the underlying mathematical assumptions are not too

unrealistic.
� Scarce resources

What may be surprising is that there are many decision problems that are

highly complex even though there is no uncertainty and we have all of the

relevant information. When productive resources are scarce and we are faced

with competing alternatives for the use of these resources, we face the

complex problem of evaluating trade-oÿs. ``If we choose to do this, we

can't do that.'' We can't do everything, so how do we most eÿectively utilize

our scarce resources?
� Psychological factors

Many times decision making is made di�cult by signi®cant psychological

factors such as fear, power, and anxiety. The quality of our decisions could

be in¯uenced by the order in which we acquire information, by our attitude

towards taking risks, or by the quality of our reasoning ability. While the

psychological factors can be extremely important in decision making, we do

not explicitly consider these factors in this book. Instead, we simplify the

analysis by focusing on the decisions made by a ``rational economic'' per-

son. Note that ``simply'' does not mean ``simple''. We will see that even in

the simpler, rational world, major complexities remain.

1.1.1 Part I: decision making using deterministic models

Part I of this book concerns managerial decision making in the absence of

uncertainty. We will assume that we know all there is to know about a parti-

cular problem. Much of the focus in this section is on the evaluation of

economic trade-oÿs resulting from the presence of scarce resources.

The focus in Part I is on the development and analysis of linear programs.

Examples of some of the problems that are studied in this part of this book

include the following:
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� Product mix problems. Determine how many units of each of several pro-

ducts to produce, given resource limitations. In Chapter 2, we analyze a

problem confronting the MicroWorks Company. MicroWorks produce

printed circuit boards for personal computers. They are trying to determine

how many of each of three diÿerent types of boards should be produced next

month, given limited availability of certain types of equipment. In Chapter

3, we analyze a problem that concerns the management of cash ¯ows over

time. Global Investment Company has a number of potential projects in

which they can invest. The investment in a particular project aÿects the

amount of cash that is available over the next three years. We will formulate

a decision model that speci®es the investment portfolio that maximizes the

amount of cash Global will have at the end of three years.
� Blending problems. What recipe should be used to make a product when

some of the ingredients are scarce? In Chapter 2, we study a problem con-

fronting Cash-for-Trash, a recycling company, who must determine the

``recipe'' for the trash they process. (The recipe speci®es how much trash

from certain locations are processed at their facility.) In Chapter 3, we

determine the ``recipe'' for an investment portfolio that speci®es how

much of each investment opportunity to include in a portfolio so as to

maximize its annual net return.
� Cutting stock problems. If items are being cut out of common stock, what

pattern generates the most usable number of items for a given amount of

stock? In Chapter 3, we see that the Wisconsin Paper Company produces

®nished rolls of various widths of bond paper by cutting wider rolls using

several possible cutting patterns. We formulate a decision model that spe-

ci®es the cost minimizing the number of wide rolls to cut with each of the

possible patterns.
� Capital budgeting problems. Determine the amount to invest in certain capi-

tal projects, given restrictions on cash ¯ows. In Chapter 3, we analyze a

problem facing the Global Investment Company. There are a number of

projects in which they can invest. Each project aÿects the amount of cash

that is available over the next three years. We will formulate a decision

model that determines the investment portfolio that maximizes the amount

of cash Global has at the end of three years. We then compare this portfolio

to one that maximizes the sum of discounted cash ¯ows over the three-year

period.
� Staÿ scheduling problems. Determine the number of employees to have on

hand, given limitations on the time that individual employees are available

to work. In Chapter 3, the University Computer Center must set up a two-

day, 24-hours per day sta�ng schedule that meets anticipated demand at the

lowest possible cost.
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� Network ¯ow problems. Determine how to e�ciently move resources that are

at one ``location'' to other ``locations'' that demand these resources. The

Rent-a-Hauler Company, in Chapter 3, has rental trucks in several cities

that could be better utilized in other cities. We formulate a model that

speci®es how these trucks should be reallocated in order to minimize the

total cost of reallocation.
� Production and inventory management problems. The issue is to determine if

today's demand for our product should be ®lled from items held in inven-

tory or by today's production, given limitations on productive capacity. In

Chapter 3, we address the production planning problem confronting the

Precision Products' Company. They must determine how many units should

be produced in each of four months so that demand in each month is met.

Productive capacity in some months is not su�cient to produce enough in

that month to meet that month's demandÐsome of the units must be pro-

duced in earlier months and held in inventory. In addition, the cost of

production varies by month, so it may be cheaper to produce products in

an earlier month and to hold them in inventory until they are sold in a later

month. We formulate and solve a model that determines when the items

should be produced so that total production plus inventory carrying costs

are minimized.
� Bundle pricing problem. Determine which products should be sold together

as a bundle, given consumer preferences for each product in the bundle.

Once the bundles have been designed, determine the price of each bundle. In

Chapter 7, we study the problem facing Micro Wholesale (MW). MW can

sell seven diÿerent ``bundles'' of personal computer components, such as

CPUs, hard drives, and CD-ROM drives. The problem is to determine

which of the bundles to oÿer for sale and what the price for each bundle

should be. These decisions are based upon market demand information and

the cost of producing each bundle.

The material in Part I has the following logical structure. Chapters 2±4 deal

with
� formulation of decision models;
� the construction of spreadsheet models in Excel that are based on these

formulations;
� the computation in Excel of optimal solutions that prescribe ``the best''

course of action that should be taken.

In Chapters 5 and 6, we study properties of the optimal solutions to our

decision problems:
� Why does the solution have the characteristics that it does? Of all of the

possible answers, why did Excel choose the one it did?
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� What happens to the optimal solution if some of the underlying data of the

problem change? Suppose the pro®t margin for one the products we produce

increases by 20%? What happens to the optimal production plan we just

computed in Excel?
� What are the important interactions in the model that deserve close manage-

rial scrutiny? Which resources are truly scarce? What is their true economic

value?

The answers to these and related questions constitute sensitivity analysis (or

post-optimality analysis).

Chapter 7 examines problems which require that decisions be expressed as

integer numbers. The bundle pricing problem discussed earlier is an example

of a problem wherein inclusion of the restriction that some decisions be repre-

sented by integer numbers makes it possible to construct a decision model.

1.1.2 Part II: decision making under uncertainty

In Part II of the book, we add some spice to the pot by explicitly allowing

some elements of the problem to be uncertain. Probability models are used to

analyze problems characterized by uncertainty.

Chapter 8 reviews some important elements of probability and discusses

several fundamental probability models.

Chapter 9 is an introduction to decision analysis, the study of decision

making in an uncertain environment. One of the problems we study concerns

the management of seasonal goods inventories. A Christmas tree retailer must

decide how many trees to order from a nursery before the Christmas season.

The retailer incurs a cost of disposing of any trees that are unsold at the end of

the season. The retailer does not know what the demand for trees will be and

cannot place orders for additional trees once the season begins. How many

trees should be ordered before the beginning of the season so that the retailer's

total average pro®t is maximized?

Problems that involve both uncertainty and decision making over several

time periods are analyzed through the use of decision trees in Chapter 10. One

of the problems we study concerns bidding for the salvage rights to a sunken

ship. New England Power would like to refurbish a sunken vessel to increase

its coal-hauling capacity on the Eastern seaboard. Their decision whether or

not to place a bid for the salvage rights to the vessel and the amount of the bid

they should make if they decide to participate in the auction is complicated by

two major sources of uncertainty. First, of course, they don't know what the

bids of the other competitors will be. Second, they do not know the salvage

value that the Coast Guard will assign to the vessel. The Coast Guard's

salvage valuation plays a critical role in New England Power's cost calcula-
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tions. Should New England Power bid for the salvage rights? If so, how much

should they bid?

In Chapter 11, we study the management of congested service systems by

developing and analyzing queueing models. We will see how the New York

City Police Department uses tools developed in this and other chapters to

establish schedules for patrol cars that meet highly variable service call

requirements.

Finally, in Chapter 12 we analyze the performance of complex organiza-

tions using Monte Carlo simulation. Simulation models are constructed in

Excel that mimic the behavior of complex business processes. Analysis of

the simulation output gives insight into the impact that changes in the design

might have on the performance of the system. One of the systems we study is

the State License Examination Center, where driving tests are administered

and licenses are issued to those who pass the test. The Secretary of State has

issued guidelines that specify the maximum amount of time it should take to

issue a driver's license. We develop a simulation model of the Center to

determine if these guidelines are currently being met.

All of the applications we study entail the development and analysis of a

model. In the next section, models and model building are discussed in fairly

general terms. This chapter then concludes with the detailed analysis of a

lease/buy problem that illustrates many of the ideas that permeate the remain-

der of the book.

1.2 Models

The focus of this book is on the development and analysis of models. There

are many types of models that may be used in decision making. Ackoÿ and

Sasieni1 describe three broad categories or types of models that are used in

decision making:
� Iconic models are a representation of an object that preserves salient features

of that object but usually involves a change of scale. Examples of iconic

models include model airplanes, ships, and automobiles, photographs, and

doll houses.
� Analog models use one set of characteristics to represent another set of

characteristics. Analog computers, for example, represent physical and che-

mical interactions in terms of electrical circuits. Graphs that re¯ect the

relationship among two or more variables use the shape of the curve as

an analog of the ``true'' relationship.
� Symbolic models use letters (Roman, Greek, and others), numbers, and

other symbols to represent relationships that are typically expressed in
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terms of variables. These models tend to be mathematical expressions, which

are easily manipulated.

While all these model types might be used to solve managerial problems, we

will deal primarily with symbolic models. In particular, virtually all of the

models we study in this book are developed in terms of mathematical relation-

ships among variables.

Model building is more art than science. By its very de®nition, model build-

ing is a simpli®cation of reality. When addressing a complex problem, there

are typically no signposts that indicate which are the important relationships

that must be maintained and which are the ones that can be either ignored or

highly simpli®ed. Choosing what to include and how to include it and what to

leave out requires experience, ingenuity, and other intangible factors that

cannot be easily taught. We will develop model-building skills through prac-

tice. We will generate a great deal of experience by doing many problems,

some of them in the chapters and many of them as end-of-chapter exercises.

What makes a good model? John D.C. Little2 identi®es six major attributes

of a managerial decision-making process which he de®nes as a decision calcu-

lus. In order for a modeling-based procedure to be an eÿective and useful

managerial weapon, it should possess the following characteristics:
� Simplicity

Include only the important relationships in the model. Simplicity fosters

understanding and eÿorts to include extensive details should be resisted.
� Robustness

It should be di�cult to make the model generate bad answers. This can be

accomplished by restricting possible answers to be within some predeter-

mined range.
� Ease of control

It should be easy to generate virtually any output by choosing appropriate

inputs. The idea is not that it should be easy to generate any answer that is

desired, but that the manager using the model must be con®dent it is work-

ing in a sensible manner.
� Adaptiveness

It should be easy to update both the structure and parameters of the model

to include new information as it becomes available.
� Completeness on important issues

The structure of the model must be capable of eÿectively handling a variety

of problem settings. Also, the model should be capable of using subjective

judgments of those directly involved with the use of the model.
� Ease of communication

In the parlance of today's computer languages, the computer-based model

should be ``user-friendly''.
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1.2.1 Stages of model development

There are typically ®ve stages in the development of a model-based decision±

making project:

1. Problem formulation

The problem itself must be identi®ed. Potential courses of action must be

selected. It must be determined who has the ability and authority to make

decisions. Objectives must be identi®ed; that is, there must be some proce-

dure in place that measures the impact of the actions that are taken on the

performance of the system.

2. Model construction

The actual model is speci®ed. In much of our analysis, this speci®cation will

consist of the construction of mathematical relationships. Sometimes, how-

ever, the model may simply be a description of tasks that must be done to

complete some activity and a description of rules regarding the sequencing

of those tasks.

3. Determining a solution

In this book, we will use the computer to determine a solution to the

problem articulated by our model. For the most part, we will use Excel
and its add-in tools to ®nd an optimal solution; that is, a solution that is in

some sense ``better'' (at least no worse) than any other candidate solution.

For this reason, the model we develop and analyze is called an optimization

model.

4. Evaluating and testing the solution

We will spend a great deal of time evaluating the solution generated by the

computer. As managers, we are interested in why a particular plan of action

is better than other possible plans. We seek to identify important economic

interrelationships in the problem setting so that we know where to focus

our scarce managerial resources. As managers, our objective is not only to

``solve'' the problem but to gain insights into the problem structure.

5. Implementing the solution

The output of the model is now translated back into the real problem

setting. While this is an important phase of the decision-making project,

many of the issues in this step of the modeling process are unique to the

particular problem setting. Given the space limitations of this text, we will

not discuss implementation issues in any great detail.

Figure 1.1 depicts the relationship among the various elements of the

model. The left half of the ®gure relates to the ``real world'' in which the

problem resides (inputs to the analyst) and where the implementation of the

solution takes place (the output of the analyst's activities). On the far right

side of the ®gure is the ``analyst's world'' where tentative solutions to models
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are generated. Straddling these worlds are the ``modeling'' and ``interpreta-

tion'' activities, which are the primary foci of this book. Note that arrows

circulate among the three activities on the right side of the diagram, indicating

that the development and analysis of a decision model is iterative in nature: we

may modify an existing model based upon our analysis of the calculations

generated in Excel and/or we modify just how the model is speci®ed in the

Excel workbook.

Throughout this book, we use Figure 1.1 to indicate which part of the

decision process we are examining.

1.3 Spreadsheet models

The focus of this book is on the development and analysis of spreadsheet

models. We will analyze a variety of managerial problems using an assortment

of analytical tools. A common theme throughout the book, however, is the

underlying structure of the analysis. That structure consists of the following

steps:
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1. Develop an optimization model. We transform a written statement of a

problem that requires one or more decisions to be made into an in¯uence

diagram that depicts the relations among the elements that make up the

model. At times, we use these relationships to develop mathematical

expressions that result in an optimization model. The solution to the opti-

mization problem results in a recommended course of action.

2. Develop a spreadsheet model. Using the in¯uence diagram (and, perhaps,

the associated mathematical model) developed in Step 1, we construct a

spreadsheet model that facilitates the analysis of the optimization model.

3. Compute a solution. We use built-in functions of the spreadsheet software

to compute a solution to the problem, i.e. we ``solve'' the optimization

model that was formulated in the ®rst step. This solution constitutes a

recommendation as to which decision to implement.

4. Analyze the optimal solution. We do not stop with the computation of an

optimal solution. We are not only interested in the solution to this parti-

cular problem. As managers, we seek to understand why a particular deci-

sion is recommended and how these recommendations depend upon the

underlying data and structure of the model we have speci®ed. Developing

answers to questions such as ``What if . . .'' is called sensitivity analysis (or

post-optimality analysis). A spreadsheet is an especially good vehicle for

doing sensitivity analysis and is indeed one of the primary reasons for

choosing this software tool over many others to do the computations.

5. Develop a ®nal recommendation. Based upon the analysis done in Steps 3

and 4, we use the output of the spreadsheet model to generate recommen-

dations the manager can implement in the decision environment (that was

described in the problem statement in Step 1).

The emphasis in this book is on translation and interpretation. We translate

the statement of a managerial problem into expressions and relationships that

typically result in an optimization model and translate the output of the

optimization process back into decisions that can be implemented. We inter-

pret the output of the optimization process and the sensitivity analysis to gain

insights into the problem setting that would not otherwise be possible.

We do not emphasize computational procedures for conducting the optimi-

zation of the underlying model. A discussion of these computational proce-

dures, called algorithms, is better suited to an advanced course in management

science or operations research designed for students who wish to specialize in

this ®eld.

We now illustrate the ®ve-part structure of the analysis laid out above using

a simple problem that analyzes whether a copying machine should be pur-

chased or leased.
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